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REF: 5 



Storyline  
Nine years after the failure of the Discovery One mission to Jupiter in 2001, in which the crew of five 

including mission commander David Bowman were lost, an international dispute causes tension 

between the United States and the Soviet Union while both nations prepare space missions to 

determine what happened to the Discovery. The Soviet spacecraft Leonov will be ready a year before 

the American Discovery Two, but only the Americans can reactivate the ship's sentient computer, 

HAL 9000, thought to be responsible for the disaster. Upon learning that Discovery will crash into 

Jupiter's moon Io before the American mission can reach it, NASA persuades the Soviets to include Dr 

Heywood Floyd, Discovery designer Walter Curnow, and HAL 9000's creator Dr Chandra on their 

mission. 

 

Arriving at Jupiter, the crew detects organic molecules on Jupiter's icy moon Europa. A probe sent to 

investigate is destroyed by an energy burst, which the Soviets believe to be electrostatic build-up, but 

which Floyd suspects is a warning to stay away from Europa. Finding Discovery adrift in orbit over Io, 

Curnow reactivates the ship, and Chandra restarts HAL. Cosmonaut Max Brailovsky investigates the 

nearby giant Monolith where Bowman disappeared, but his EVA pod is destroyed by a burst of 

energy. 

 

On Earth, Dave Bowman, now an incorporeal being, appears through his former wife's television to 

say goodbye, telling her that "something wonderful" is going to happen. He then visits his comatose 

mother in a nursing home. She briefly awakens, delighted by her son's presence, as Bowman gently 

brushes his mother's hair. After he departs, Mrs. Bowman dies peacefully. 

 

Chandra discovers the reasons for HAL's malfunction: the National Security Council ordered HAL to 

conceal information about the Monolith from the Discovery's crew, and programmed him to complete 

the mission alone. This conflicted with HAL's programming of open, accurate processing of 

information, causing the computer equivalent of a paranoid mental breakdown. When Bowman and 

co-pilot Frank Poole discussed deactivating the malfunctioning computer, HAL concluded that the 

human crew was endangering the mission, and terminated them. Although the NSC's order bears his 

signature, Floyd angrily denies having known of it. 

 

Back on Earth, the United States and the Soviet Union are on the brink of war. The Americans are 

ordered to leave the Leonov and move to the Discovery, with no further communication between the 

crews. Both ships plan to leave Jupiter in several weeks' time, but Bowman appears to Floyd, and says 

that everyone must leave within two days. Floyd confers with the sceptical Soviet captain, Tanya 

Kirbuk. As the crews agree to cooperate on an emergency departure, the Monolith suddenly 

disappears, and an ominous black spot appears in Jupiter's atmosphere. Neither ship has the fuel to 

reach Earth if they leave ahead of schedule, so the ships are docked together, and placed under the 

control of HAL 9000. Discovery's remaining fuel will be burned to propel the Leonov away from 

Jupiter; then Discovery will be undocked and left behind. 

 

HAL determines that the spot is a vast group of smaller Monoliths, multiplying exponentially and 

altering Jupiter's mass and chemical composition. He suggests cancelling the launch in order to study 

the changes occurring to Jupiter. Floyd worries that HAL will prioritize his mission over the humans' 

survival, but Chandra admits to the computer that there is a danger, and that Discovery may be 

destroyed. HAL thanks Chandra for telling him the truth, and ensures the Leonov's escape. Before 

Discovery is destroyed, Bowman asks HAL to transmit a priority message, assuring him that they will 

soon be together. The Monoliths engulf Jupiter, which undergoes nuclear fusion, becoming a new star. 

HAL transmits this message to Earth: 

 

ALL THESE WORLDS 

ARE YOURS EXCEPT 

EUROPA 



ATTEMPT NO 

LANDING THERE 

USE THEM TOGETHER 

USE THEM IN PEACE 

 

The Leonov survives the shockwave from Jupiter's ignition, and returns home. Floyd narrates how the 

new star's miraculous appearance, and the message from a mysterious alien power, inspire the 

American and Soviet leaders to seek peace. Under its infant sun, icy Europa transforms into a humid 

jungle, covered with life, and watched over by a Monolith. 
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